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Reviewer's report:

The authors are to be congratulated on the methodical and thorough manner in which they have revised their manuscript. The revision has resulted in a much more focused article, with greatly improved readability, and it can now be recommended for publication in BMC Medicine.

Routine editing of English and spelling is, however, strongly recommended before publication. As partial examples:

Abstract, sentences 3 and 5;

p. 6, para title, ‘compered’ = ‘compared’;

p. 9, para title, ‘form’ = ‘from’;

p. 8, ‘orchidecomy’ = ‘orchidectomy’;

p. 10 and p. 11, ‘orchiectomy’?

p. 12, ‘compliment’ = ‘complement’;

p. 12, ‘learning disability/disabilities’.

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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